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How Do the Portfolios of Indian Households Differ 
Across States?

Summary:

Financial inclusion is a key aspect of sustainable economic growth. It helps households 
mobilise savings, smooth consumption and manage risks throughout their life cycles. To 
measure the extent of financial inclusion in a country, it is important to look at the 
participation of households across various financial instruments. In this research brief, we try 
to map the spread of assets and liabilities of households across various states of India to 
compare the differences in their participation across financial instruments. 

About Household Finance Research Initiative:

Dvara Research’s Household Finance Research initiative aims to rigorously understand 
the financial choices and decisions of low-income or excluded individuals and households, 
and their relation to achieving households’ objectives. It has been our consistent 
endeavour to study financial inclusion as a gateway to a suite of appropriate financial 
services eventually enabling well-rounded household balance sheets and consumer financial 
well-being.

We believe that careful research and a comprehensive body of evidence can powerfully 
inform market practices and the design of financial sector policy to deliver comprehensive 
financial services for all individuals, households, and enterprises, and eventually serve to 
create a safe environment in which formerly excluded populations may fully experience the 
benefits of financial inclusion. This research initiative seeks to significantly expand the scope 
of India-specific and policy-focused household finance research that is timely and relevant to 
current financial sector development.

Introduc�on

The Code on Social Security Bill, 2019 [“the Bill”], introduced in Parliament in December 2019, is the most 
recent a�empt to ra�onalise patchwork of social security legisla�on into a comprehensive Code. One of the 
key differences between the 2019 Bill and the versions in 2018 and 2017 is the chapter on unorganised sector 
workers. Earlier versions of the Bill provided for equal social security benefits for all categories of workers. 
However, the 2019 Bill treats informal sector workers as a separate category and provides that the 
government will frame schemes for their welfare.

As we have noted in our comments to the Ministry of Labour in 2019,2 there is a lack of clarity on who 
informal sector workers are, meaning that there is a further lack of clarity on whom the interven�ons target. 
Further, it is unclear why informal sector workers are treated as a separate class from organised sector 
workers, or why informal sector workers receive far less protec�on under the Statute. Under the Bill, welfare 
for unorganised sector workers is to be provided by schemes designed by the Central or State governments, 
while formal sector workers have clear en�tlements to provident fund, gratuity, employees’ state insurance 
and maternity benefits. This is deeply problema�c, as informal sector workers comprise more than 75% of 
the workforce.3There is an urgent need to evaluate the structure of social security available to unorganised 
workers.

In this policy brief, we discuss:

                 i. The many defini�ons of informal sector workers, and whether social security should be universal
                 ii. Unorganised workers in the Code on Social Security Bill, 2019
                 iii. Design principles for social security interven�ons by the state and the private sector. 

1. Who is an Informal Sector Worker?

The following defini�ons in the Bill are of interest.

• S. 2(35): "gig worker" means a person who performs work or participates in a work arrangement and earns 
from such activities outside of traditional employer-employee relationship;

• S. 2(77): "unorganised sector" means an enterprise owned by individuals or self-employed workers and 
engaged in the production or sale of goods or providing service of any kind whatsoever, and where the 
enterprise employs workers, the number of such workers is less than ten;

• S. 2 (82) "wage worker" means a person employed for remuneration in the unorganised sector, directly by 
an employer or through any contractor, irrespective of place of work, whether exclusively for one employer 
or for one or more employers, whether in cash or in kind, whether as a home-based worker, or as a 
temporary or casual worker, or as a migrant worker, or workers employed by households including 
domestic workers, with a monthly wage of an amount as may be notified by the Central Government and 
State Government, as the case may be.

S. 113 allows persons to self-iden�fy as unorganised sector workers.

• The Na�onal Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (2007)4proposed two defini�ons for 
unorganised sector workers. These are as follows:

o "The unorganised sector consists of all unincorporated private enterprises owned by individuals or 
households engaged in the sale and production of goods and services operated on a proprietary or 
partnership basis and with less than ten total workers".

o “Unorganised workers consist of those working in the unorganised enterprises or households, 
excluding regular workers with social security benefits, and the workers in the formal sector without any 
employment/ social security benefits provided by the employers".

Based on these defini�ons, the NCEUS found that about 86% of India’s workforce in 2004-05 would fall within 
the unorganised sector. 

• The Periodic Labour Force Survey 2017-18 (PLFS) relies on the defini�ons by the 17th Interna�onal 
Conference of Labour Sta�s�cians for workers in the informal sector. The report lists some categories of 
informal workers, including:

             o      own-account workers and employers who have their own informal sector enterprises;
             o contributing family workers, irrespective of whether they work in formal or informal sector 

enterprises;
o employees who have informal jobs … whether employed by formal sector enterprises, informal 

sector enterprises, or as paid domestic workers by households;
o      members of informal producers‟ cooperatives; and
o persons engaged in the own-account production of goods exclusively for own final use by their 

household, such as subsistence farming or do-it-yourself construction of own dwellings.5

The PLFS also considered only proprietorships and partnerships as informal sector enterprises. 

• The ILO Recommenda�on No. 202 defines the informal economy as covering “all economic activities by 
workers and economic units that are – in law or in practice – not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 
arrangement.” The Recommendation also clarifies that “informal work may be found across all sectors of 
the economy, in both public and private spaces.”

We note that the Bill classifies informal sector enterprises by size of the establishment, rather than in terms 
of access to social security. This defini�on may leave out many workers from statutory social protec�on 
measures. According to the PLFS 2017-18, only 22.8% of Indian workers are in regular wage or salaried 
employment. 52.2% are self-employed, while 24.9% are in casual labour. The PLFS notes that 68.4% of 
workers employed outside of agriculture are employed in these informal sector enterprises. Further, 71% of 
regular wage employees have no wri�en job contract, while 49.6% of regular wage employees were not 
eligible for any form of social security. Restric�ng social protec�on measures only to those in informal sector 
enterprises, as defined in the Bill, would leave many workers out of coverage. Moreover, it is unclear why the 
Bill carves out gig workers and pla�orm workers as a separate category from informal sector workers.     

We further note that terms “informal sector worker” does not encompass all those in need of social protec�on. 
The PLFS found that about 9% of workers were unemployed. Further, India has an old age dependency ra�o of 
around 9.3%, which is likely to increase to 12.4% by 2026.6 Many others may not be in the workforce for 
reasons of age, disability, or the need to provide unpaid care work at home. There is a need to include all these 
classes of individuals within the protec�on of a formal social security net. We therefore propose that any social 
security floor be made universally applicable to all persons.7

2. Informal Sector Workers Under the Code For Social Security Bill, 2019

S. 109 of the Bill reads:
(1) The Central Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes 

for unorganised workers (including audio visual workers, beedi workers, non-coal workers) on matters relating 
to—
          (i) life and disability cover;
          (ii) health and maternity benefits;
          (iii) old age protection;
          (iv) education;
          (v) housing; and
          (vi) any other benefit as may be determined by the Central Government.

(2) The State Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes for 
unorganised workers, including schemes relating to—
          (i) provident fund;
          (ii) employment injury benefit;
          (iii) housing;
          (iv) educational schemes for children;
          (v) skill upgradation of workers;
          (vi) funeral assistance; and
          (vii) old age homes.

Unlike the 2018 Dra�, the present Bill does not treat unorganised and organised sector workers in exactly the 
same way. Instead, while organised sector workers are covered under the chapters on provident fund, 
employees’ state insurance, gratuity, old age and maternity benefits, unorganised workers are only provided 
for under Chapter VII. 

Chapter VII is based on the Unorganised Workers Social Security Act, 2008 (“UWSSA”). As with the UWSSA, the 
Bill does not provide for content of the rights referred to in S. 109. Rather, these are le� to the discre�on of the 
execu�ve, which is to frame schemes. 

This is problema�c – schemes do not provide for jus�ciable rights which ci�zens can enforce in court. Further, 
they may be modified at any �me, at the discre�on of the government, and even to the detriment of the end 

beneficiary.8 Moreover, since schemes cannot be enforced in Court, their implementa�on depends on the 
availability of funds from the government. As reports have shown, the budget alloca�ons for schemes vary 
wildly from year to year,9meaning that the implementa�on of many important schemes is haphazard at best. 
Further, while the Bill provides for self-iden�fica�on as an unorganised sector worker in s. 113, it does not clarify 
what the implica�ons of such registra�on – or the failure to do so – might be. 

Finally, the Bill does not envisage any role for the employer (except in the case of pla�orm workers in s. 114). 
This is problema�c, as it may mean that employers do not take responsibility for social security of their workers 
by keeping them in casual work arrangements. We note that the Contract Labour (Regula�on and Aboli�on) Act, 
1970 only applies to establishments with more than 20 workers and does not apply where work is of an 
“intermi�ent” or “casual nature.” Where work is contracted out to contractors and sub-contractors, it could 
become impossible to ascertain where the liability for workers’ welfare may lie. 

In sum, we iden�fy three key concerns with the Bill in its present form:

1. The Bill does not elaborate on the content of social security rights for the informal sector. Instead, it leaves 
this to the discre�on of the government. This in turn means that there is li�le certainty on what ci�zens may be 
en�tled to. Moreover, the government schemes referred to do not confer any jus�ciable rights on ci�zens.

2. This means that there is a stark difference in the types of rights formal sector workers receive and those 
available to informal sector workers. In this respect, the Bill is not an improvement over the Unorganised 
Workers Social Security Act, 2008.

3. There is a need to envisage a framework that assigns responsibility to different en��es – such as employers 
and contractors – in providing and delivering social security to workers. This is par�cularly relevant for those in 
the formal sector.

3. Designing Social Security Floors For India
A. Social Security Provided by the Government

As noted above, there is a need for social protec�ons to be made available universally, and not only to informal 
sector workers. A number of rights, including the right to health,10 shelter,11  and old-age pensions12  have been 
read into the right to life under Ar�cle 21 of the Cons�tu�on. Further, the Direc�ve Principles require the State 
to provide for the right to work,13 just and humane condi�ons of work14 and a living wage15.  

Many interna�onal instruments also relate to the need to provide for social security and basic economic rights 
to ci�zens. The Interna�onal Labour Organisa�on’s Recommenda�on No. 202 on Basic Social Security Floors and 
Recommenda�on No. 204 on the Transi�on from the Informal to the Formal Economy both refer to the need to 
put systems in place to protect the needs of informal sector workers. Further, the UN Sustainable Goal No. 8 

refers expressly to “full and produc�ve employment and decent work for all.”16

To give effect to these obliga�ons, it is necessary for the state to put social security mechanisms in place. We 
refrain from making any specific recommenda�ons with respect to the content of the social security floor to 
be provided by the government. Further research is required to evaluate the needs of those outside formal 
social security nets and how this should be delivered. However, we suggest the following design principles for 
a state-provided social security floor:

1. Floor level social protec�ons should be made available to all persons and not only those in the workforce. 

2. The social security tools available to those in the formal sector may not be appropriate for all persons. 
Instruments such as PF or Employees’ State Insurance require regular payment of contribu�ons from wages 
and a lack of liquidity. These may not be appropriate for those workers with seasonal occupa�ons or those 
who earn much less than minimum wage. 

3. Par�cular a�en�on must be paid to providing basic income security. The Code on Wages, 2019 provides 
that minimum wages are to be determined by skill and geographical region,17 not by consump�on 
requirements of individuals. As the PLFS highlights, many workers earn far less than the na�onal floor level 
minimum wage of Rs. 176.18There is, therefore, an urgent need to ensure that the social security floor 
provides enough income security for persons to meet their consump�on requirements. 

4. There is a need for both clarity and certainty in en�tlements due to persons. As set out above, this can be 
provided by ensuring that social security floors are enshrined in statutes that set out basic en�tlements. 
Some ma�ers, such as the rupee amount of a transfer or the delivery architecture for a payment, may be 
determined by subordinate legisla�on. However, the content of social security rights must be set out in 
statute. 

5. Any social security policy must account for migra�on within India and the need for workers to be able to 
access benefits in different states. We note that the Bill does not make any express reference to migrant 
workers, nor any reference to the Inter-State Migrant Workers Act, 1979. This must be remedied and clear 
guidelines framed for migrant workers’ access to benefits.

6. There must be a simple and accessible grievance redressal mechanism available to persons. 

7. There may be a need to s�pulate mandatory contribu�ons by the employer and employee for social 
security. These contribu�ons must take the vola�le and seasonal nature of informal sector work into account 
and allow for flexibility in payments.

1Author works with Dvara Research, India and can be reached at niyati.agrawal@dvara.com

Niyati Agrawal1, Household Finance Research Initiative, Dvara Research
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workers. Earlier versions of the Bill provided for equal social security benefits for all categories of workers. 
However, the 2019 Bill treats informal sector workers as a separate category and provides that the 
government will frame schemes for their welfare.

As we have noted in our comments to the Ministry of Labour in 2019,2 there is a lack of clarity on who 
informal sector workers are, meaning that there is a further lack of clarity on whom the interven�ons target. 
Further, it is unclear why informal sector workers are treated as a separate class from organised sector 
workers, or why informal sector workers receive far less protec�on under the Statute. Under the Bill, welfare 
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                 i. The many defini�ons of informal sector workers, and whether social security should be universal
                 ii. Unorganised workers in the Code on Social Security Bill, 2019
                 iii. Design principles for social security interven�ons by the state and the private sector. 

1. Who is an Informal Sector Worker?

The following defini�ons in the Bill are of interest.

• S. 2(35): "gig worker" means a person who performs work or participates in a work arrangement and earns 
from such activities outside of traditional employer-employee relationship;

• S. 2(77): "unorganised sector" means an enterprise owned by individuals or self-employed workers and 
engaged in the production or sale of goods or providing service of any kind whatsoever, and where the 
enterprise employs workers, the number of such workers is less than ten;

• S. 2 (82) "wage worker" means a person employed for remuneration in the unorganised sector, directly by 
an employer or through any contractor, irrespective of place of work, whether exclusively for one employer 
or for one or more employers, whether in cash or in kind, whether as a home-based worker, or as a 
temporary or casual worker, or as a migrant worker, or workers employed by households including 
domestic workers, with a monthly wage of an amount as may be notified by the Central Government and 
State Government, as the case may be.

S. 113 allows persons to self-iden�fy as unorganised sector workers.

• The Na�onal Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (2007)4proposed two defini�ons for 
unorganised sector workers. These are as follows:

o "The unorganised sector consists of all unincorporated private enterprises owned by individuals or 
households engaged in the sale and production of goods and services operated on a proprietary or 
partnership basis and with less than ten total workers".

o “Unorganised workers consist of those working in the unorganised enterprises or households, 
excluding regular workers with social security benefits, and the workers in the formal sector without any 
employment/ social security benefits provided by the employers".

Based on these defini�ons, the NCEUS found that about 86% of India’s workforce in 2004-05 would fall within 
the unorganised sector. 

• The Periodic Labour Force Survey 2017-18 (PLFS) relies on the defini�ons by the 17th Interna�onal 
Conference of Labour Sta�s�cians for workers in the informal sector. The report lists some categories of 
informal workers, including:

             o      own-account workers and employers who have their own informal sector enterprises;
             o contributing family workers, irrespective of whether they work in formal or informal sector 

enterprises;
o employees who have informal jobs … whether employed by formal sector enterprises, informal 

sector enterprises, or as paid domestic workers by households;
o      members of informal producers‟ cooperatives; and
o persons engaged in the own-account production of goods exclusively for own final use by their 

household, such as subsistence farming or do-it-yourself construction of own dwellings.5

The PLFS also considered only proprietorships and partnerships as informal sector enterprises. 

• The ILO Recommenda�on No. 202 defines the informal economy as covering “all economic activities by 
workers and economic units that are – in law or in practice – not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 
arrangement.” The Recommendation also clarifies that “informal work may be found across all sectors of 
the economy, in both public and private spaces.”

We note that the Bill classifies informal sector enterprises by size of the establishment, rather than in terms 
of access to social security. This defini�on may leave out many workers from statutory social protec�on 
measures. According to the PLFS 2017-18, only 22.8% of Indian workers are in regular wage or salaried 
employment. 52.2% are self-employed, while 24.9% are in casual labour. The PLFS notes that 68.4% of 
workers employed outside of agriculture are employed in these informal sector enterprises. Further, 71% of 
regular wage employees have no wri�en job contract, while 49.6% of regular wage employees were not 
eligible for any form of social security. Restric�ng social protec�on measures only to those in informal sector 
enterprises, as defined in the Bill, would leave many workers out of coverage. Moreover, it is unclear why the 
Bill carves out gig workers and pla�orm workers as a separate category from informal sector workers.     

1. Introduction

Financial inclusion is a key aspect of sustainable economic growth. It helps households mobilise savings, 
smooth consumption and manage risks throughout their life cycles. In terms of long-term outcomes, access 
to “suitable” finance also helps in reducing poverty (Zhuang, et al., 2009) and inequality (Li & Yu, 2014) and 
improving human capital outcomes (Kuri & Laha, 2011) for households. 

Development of finance can be measured by four broad dimensions – Financial depth, access, efficiency and 
stability (Kumar & Baby, 2015). Financial depth is defined as the size and level of penetration of financial 
markets and instruments. Access is defined as access to and the usage of different financial instruments such 
as transactions, payments, banking, investment, credit, and insurance. Efficiency is the effectiveness of 
financial markets in providing these instruments to households. Finally, financial markets need to be stable 
even when there is volatility in growth to maintain the trust of households in these institutions. 

The policy landscape in financial inclusion has largely focused on access to bank accounts and expansion of 
credit because of which the level of inclusion across other financial products is much more limited. There is 
also an inadequacy in suitable business models for savings and investment. Hence, it is important to not only 
look at how accessible formal banking and credit is to a household but also study the extent of all kinds of 
financial products present in the portfolios of Indian households, as each product plays a major role in 
providing a holistic cover to financial stability and well-being. 

While the supply and variety of financial products in the market has significantly increased over the years, 
still there are certain gaps in the market. In this research brief, we study the geographic variation in 
household portfolios. We review household portfolio across both assets (physical and financial assets) and 
liabilities (credit from formal and informal sources) and examine the variation in the participation across 
different financial instruments by state. 

In this brief, we also correlate the levels of participation with a state-wise parameter such as per capita Net 
Domestic Product (NDP)2. It is important to see if there are any significant differences in the participation of 
assets and liabilities across states, and the reason for these differences. Reasons could range from the 
difference in the supply of specific financial products in terms of outreach and penetration, or the difference 
in demand for specific products, or the differences in state-level demographics. To understand the interplay 
of all factors affecting the suitable access and usage of financial products, in this brief, we present a 
descriptive analysis as a first step to answer some of the more refined questions. To study these differences, 
we use the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy’s Consumer Pyramids Household Survey3 (CMIE-CPHS) 
May’19 – August’19 data. CMIE-CPHS is a fast-frequency, large longitudinal data that is representative of the 
Indian economy. It gives a comprehensive insight into consumer behaviour in saving, borrowing, and 
investment. It details out asset holdings and sources of investment by the households and gives a fair idea 
about the sources and purpose of borrowings by households. The survey has a sample of 1,47,868 
households, and we use weights to make the sample representative of the Indian population. 

Further in this brief, we present the participation rates of households across different financial and non-
financial instruments at the state-level and discuss the significance of each in the following sections. We then 
conclude with questions that need to be addressed further.

beneficiary.8 Moreover, since schemes cannot be enforced in Court, their implementa�on depends on the 
availability of funds from the government. As reports have shown, the budget alloca�ons for schemes vary 
wildly from year to year,9meaning that the implementa�on of many important schemes is haphazard at best. 
Further, while the Bill provides for self-iden�fica�on as an unorganised sector worker in s. 113, it does not clarify 
what the implica�ons of such registra�on – or the failure to do so – might be. 

Finally, the Bill does not envisage any role for the employer (except in the case of pla�orm workers in s. 114). 
This is problema�c, as it may mean that employers do not take responsibility for social security of their workers 
by keeping them in casual work arrangements. We note that the Contract Labour (Regula�on and Aboli�on) Act, 
1970 only applies to establishments with more than 20 workers and does not apply where work is of an 
“intermi�ent” or “casual nature.” Where work is contracted out to contractors and sub-contractors, it could 
become impossible to ascertain where the liability for workers’ welfare may lie. 

In sum, we iden�fy three key concerns with the Bill in its present form:

1. The Bill does not elaborate on the content of social security rights for the informal sector. Instead, it leaves 
this to the discre�on of the government. This in turn means that there is li�le certainty on what ci�zens may be 
en�tled to. Moreover, the government schemes referred to do not confer any jus�ciable rights on ci�zens.

2. This means that there is a stark difference in the types of rights formal sector workers receive and those 
available to informal sector workers. In this respect, the Bill is not an improvement over the Unorganised 
Workers Social Security Act, 2008.

3. There is a need to envisage a framework that assigns responsibility to different en��es – such as employers 
and contractors – in providing and delivering social security to workers. This is par�cularly relevant for those in 
the formal sector.

3. Designing Social Security Floors For India
A. Social Security Provided by the Government

As noted above, there is a need for social protec�ons to be made available universally, and not only to informal 
sector workers. A number of rights, including the right to health,10 shelter,11  and old-age pensions12  have been 
read into the right to life under Ar�cle 21 of the Cons�tu�on. Further, the Direc�ve Principles require the State 
to provide for the right to work,13 just and humane condi�ons of work14 and a living wage15.  

Many interna�onal instruments also relate to the need to provide for social security and basic economic rights 
to ci�zens. The Interna�onal Labour Organisa�on’s Recommenda�on No. 202 on Basic Social Security Floors and 
Recommenda�on No. 204 on the Transi�on from the Informal to the Formal Economy both refer to the need to 
put systems in place to protect the needs of informal sector workers. Further, the UN Sustainable Goal No. 8 

refers expressly to “full and produc�ve employment and decent work for all.”16

To give effect to these obliga�ons, it is necessary for the state to put social security mechanisms in place. We 
refrain from making any specific recommenda�ons with respect to the content of the social security floor to 
be provided by the government. Further research is required to evaluate the needs of those outside formal 
social security nets and how this should be delivered. However, we suggest the following design principles for 
a state-provided social security floor:

1. Floor level social protec�ons should be made available to all persons and not only those in the workforce. 

2. The social security tools available to those in the formal sector may not be appropriate for all persons. 
Instruments such as PF or Employees’ State Insurance require regular payment of contribu�ons from wages 
and a lack of liquidity. These may not be appropriate for those workers with seasonal occupa�ons or those 
who earn much less than minimum wage. 

3. Par�cular a�en�on must be paid to providing basic income security. The Code on Wages, 2019 provides 
that minimum wages are to be determined by skill and geographical region,17 not by consump�on 
requirements of individuals. As the PLFS highlights, many workers earn far less than the na�onal floor level 
minimum wage of Rs. 176.18There is, therefore, an urgent need to ensure that the social security floor 
provides enough income security for persons to meet their consump�on requirements. 

4. There is a need for both clarity and certainty in en�tlements due to persons. As set out above, this can be 
provided by ensuring that social security floors are enshrined in statutes that set out basic en�tlements. 
Some ma�ers, such as the rupee amount of a transfer or the delivery architecture for a payment, may be 
determined by subordinate legisla�on. However, the content of social security rights must be set out in 
statute. 

5. Any social security policy must account for migra�on within India and the need for workers to be able to 
access benefits in different states. We note that the Bill does not make any express reference to migrant 
workers, nor any reference to the Inter-State Migrant Workers Act, 1979. This must be remedied and clear 
guidelines framed for migrant workers’ access to benefits.

6. There must be a simple and accessible grievance redressal mechanism available to persons. 

7. There may be a need to s�pulate mandatory contribu�ons by the employer and employee for social 
security. These contribu�ons must take the vola�le and seasonal nature of informal sector work into account 
and allow for flexibility in payments.

2The per capita NDP figures used in this analysis are for the year 2018-19 (at constant prices), as data for most states was 
unavailable for 2019-20 as on March 15, 2020. These figures have been taken from: http://mospi.nic.in/data
3To read more about the data, visit: https://consumerpyramidsdx.cmie.com/
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• S. 2(77): "unorganised sector" means an enterprise owned by individuals or self-employed workers and 
engaged in the production or sale of goods or providing service of any kind whatsoever, and where the 
enterprise employs workers, the number of such workers is less than ten;

• S. 2 (82) "wage worker" means a person employed for remuneration in the unorganised sector, directly by 
an employer or through any contractor, irrespective of place of work, whether exclusively for one employer 
or for one or more employers, whether in cash or in kind, whether as a home-based worker, or as a 
temporary or casual worker, or as a migrant worker, or workers employed by households including 
domestic workers, with a monthly wage of an amount as may be notified by the Central Government and 
State Government, as the case may be.

S. 113 allows persons to self-iden�fy as unorganised sector workers.

• The Na�onal Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (2007)4proposed two defini�ons for 
unorganised sector workers. These are as follows:

o "The unorganised sector consists of all unincorporated private enterprises owned by individuals or 
households engaged in the sale and production of goods and services operated on a proprietary or 
partnership basis and with less than ten total workers".

o “Unorganised workers consist of those working in the unorganised enterprises or households, 
excluding regular workers with social security benefits, and the workers in the formal sector without any 
employment/ social security benefits provided by the employers".

Based on these defini�ons, the NCEUS found that about 86% of India’s workforce in 2004-05 would fall within 
the unorganised sector. 

• The Periodic Labour Force Survey 2017-18 (PLFS) relies on the defini�ons by the 17th Interna�onal 
Conference of Labour Sta�s�cians for workers in the informal sector. The report lists some categories of 
informal workers, including:

             o      own-account workers and employers who have their own informal sector enterprises;
             o contributing family workers, irrespective of whether they work in formal or informal sector 

enterprises;
o employees who have informal jobs … whether employed by formal sector enterprises, informal 

sector enterprises, or as paid domestic workers by households;
o      members of informal producers‟ cooperatives; and
o persons engaged in the own-account production of goods exclusively for own final use by their 

household, such as subsistence farming or do-it-yourself construction of own dwellings.5

The PLFS also considered only proprietorships and partnerships as informal sector enterprises. 

• The ILO Recommenda�on No. 202 defines the informal economy as covering “all economic activities by 
workers and economic units that are – in law or in practice – not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 
arrangement.” The Recommendation also clarifies that “informal work may be found across all sectors of 
the economy, in both public and private spaces.”

We note that the Bill classifies informal sector enterprises by size of the establishment, rather than in terms 
of access to social security. This defini�on may leave out many workers from statutory social protec�on 
measures. According to the PLFS 2017-18, only 22.8% of Indian workers are in regular wage or salaried 
employment. 52.2% are self-employed, while 24.9% are in casual labour. The PLFS notes that 68.4% of 
workers employed outside of agriculture are employed in these informal sector enterprises. Further, 71% of 
regular wage employees have no wri�en job contract, while 49.6% of regular wage employees were not 
eligible for any form of social security. Restric�ng social protec�on measures only to those in informal sector 
enterprises, as defined in the Bill, would leave many workers out of coverage. Moreover, it is unclear why the 
Bill carves out gig workers and pla�orm workers as a separate category from informal sector workers.     

We further note that terms “informal sector worker” does not encompass all those in need of social protec�on. 
The PLFS found that about 9% of workers were unemployed. Further, India has an old age dependency ra�o of 
around 9.3%, which is likely to increase to 12.4% by 2026.6 Many others may not be in the workforce for 
reasons of age, disability, or the need to provide unpaid care work at home. There is a need to include all these 
classes of individuals within the protec�on of a formal social security net. We therefore propose that any social 
security floor be made universally applicable to all persons.7

2. Informal Sector Workers Under the Code For Social Security Bill, 2019

S. 109 of the Bill reads:
(1) The Central Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes 

for unorganised workers (including audio visual workers, beedi workers, non-coal workers) on matters relating 
to—
          (i) life and disability cover;
          (ii) health and maternity benefits;
          (iii) old age protection;
          (iv) education;
          (v) housing; and
          (vi) any other benefit as may be determined by the Central Government.

(2) The State Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes for 
unorganised workers, including schemes relating to—
          (i) provident fund;
          (ii) employment injury benefit;
          (iii) housing;
          (iv) educational schemes for children;
          (v) skill upgradation of workers;
          (vi) funeral assistance; and
          (vii) old age homes.

Unlike the 2018 Dra�, the present Bill does not treat unorganised and organised sector workers in exactly the 
same way. Instead, while organised sector workers are covered under the chapters on provident fund, 
employees’ state insurance, gratuity, old age and maternity benefits, unorganised workers are only provided 
for under Chapter VII. 

Chapter VII is based on the Unorganised Workers Social Security Act, 2008 (“UWSSA”). As with the UWSSA, the 
Bill does not provide for content of the rights referred to in S. 109. Rather, these are le� to the discre�on of the 
execu�ve, which is to frame schemes. 

This is problema�c – schemes do not provide for jus�ciable rights which ci�zens can enforce in court. Further, 
they may be modified at any �me, at the discre�on of the government, and even to the detriment of the end 

refers expressly to “full and produc�ve employment and decent work for all.”16

To give effect to these obliga�ons, it is necessary for the state to put social security mechanisms in place. We 
refrain from making any specific recommenda�ons with respect to the content of the social security floor to 
be provided by the government. Further research is required to evaluate the needs of those outside formal 
social security nets and how this should be delivered. However, we suggest the following design principles for 
a state-provided social security floor:

1. Floor level social protec�ons should be made available to all persons and not only those in the workforce. 

2. The social security tools available to those in the formal sector may not be appropriate for all persons. 
Instruments such as PF or Employees’ State Insurance require regular payment of contribu�ons from wages 
and a lack of liquidity. These may not be appropriate for those workers with seasonal occupa�ons or those 
who earn much less than minimum wage. 

3. Par�cular a�en�on must be paid to providing basic income security. The Code on Wages, 2019 provides 
that minimum wages are to be determined by skill and geographical region,17 not by consump�on 
requirements of individuals. As the PLFS highlights, many workers earn far less than the na�onal floor level 
minimum wage of Rs. 176.18There is, therefore, an urgent need to ensure that the social security floor 
provides enough income security for persons to meet their consump�on requirements. 

4. There is a need for both clarity and certainty in en�tlements due to persons. As set out above, this can be 
provided by ensuring that social security floors are enshrined in statutes that set out basic en�tlements. 
Some ma�ers, such as the rupee amount of a transfer or the delivery architecture for a payment, may be 
determined by subordinate legisla�on. However, the content of social security rights must be set out in 
statute. 

5. Any social security policy must account for migra�on within India and the need for workers to be able to 
access benefits in different states. We note that the Bill does not make any express reference to migrant 
workers, nor any reference to the Inter-State Migrant Workers Act, 1979. This must be remedied and clear 
guidelines framed for migrant workers’ access to benefits.

6. There must be a simple and accessible grievance redressal mechanism available to persons. 

7. There may be a need to s�pulate mandatory contribu�ons by the employer and employee for social 
security. These contribu�ons must take the vola�le and seasonal nature of informal sector work into account 
and allow for flexibility in payments.

2. Assets Side of the Portfolio

A large proportion of asset holdings by Indian households are in the form of physical or illiquid assets 
such as gold or real estate and the presence of financial assets in their portfolio is low. The 
penetration of insurance is almost negligible despite households being exposed to numerous sources 
of risk such as rainfall patterns leading to loss of the crop causing loss of income for most agrarian 
households, loss of livestock or cattle, damage to property or business due to natural disaster, 
health shock, etc. To  overcome such shocks, households end up taking credit, often from 
high cost non-institutional sources such as moneylenders (Household Finance Committee, 2017). 

This heterogeneity of portfolio across households becomes more substantial as we compare the distribution 
of assets and liabilities across the different states of India. To understand this heterogeneity, we 
map the spread of assets and liabilities across different Indian states in this analysis and correlate 
these with state-wise parameters such as per capita NDP. To study the spread, we use CMIE CPHS 
May’19-August’19 wave dataset which has a sample of 1,47,868 households, that after applying 
weights becomes representative of the population of India. We also use data from the Ministry of 
Statistics and Program Implementation (MoSPI) for state-wise per capita NDP at constant prices for 
the year 2018-19 to correlate some of our findings with the state-level per capita NDP. Further, we 
compare some of our findings with report of Household Finance Committee, (2017) to see how 
the financial landscape has evolved over the years. 

2.1. Physical Assets

Overall, we find that more than 95% of the households have an outstanding investment in real estate 
and gold across all states. Though this could be attributed to the proclivity of Indian households to own 
tangible assets; it can also be a way of savings for those households which lack access to formal savings 
products. According to the book, Poor Economics4, one way in which households save is by building 
houses brick-by-brick, since saving enough to build the entire house at once is difficult. 

Moreover, almost 95% of the households also have at least one durable good5 except for 
households in Meghalaya, Assam, West Bengal, Sikkim, and Bihar, where 26%, 22%, 15%, 12%, and 
9% of the households respectively, remain without any durable good. These states also rank lowest 
in the per-capita NDP6 figures among all Indian states and perform poorly across other development 
parameters as well7, which reasons out the high percentage of households not having any durable asset. 
Sikkim, however, is an exception. It is among the rich states of the country in terms of per-capita NDP 
and ranked 5th in the Human Development Index 2017, and yet has more than 10% of the households 
without any durable asset. This needs further investigation as the reason for this is unclear. It also has low 
participation of households across different financial assets, as we will see in the next sections. 

4Banerjee, A. V., Banerjee, A., & Duflo, E. (2011). Poor economics: A radical rethinking of the way to fight global poverty. Public 
Affairs.
5Durable goods include Refrigerator, Television, Car, Cooler, Air Conditioner, Washing Machine, Computer, Two-wheeler, Genset-
inverter, Tractor, and Cattle. 
6States in ascending order of per-capita NDP are Bihar (30617), Assam (60470), Meghalaya (66223), and West Bengal (73202).
7In descending order of rank in the Human Development Index in 2017, the worst performing state is Bihar (25), followed by Assam 
(21), West Bengal (19), and Meghalaya (17): https://sbi.co.in/documents/13958/14472/Ecowrap_20190308.pdf
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Introduc�on

The Code on Social Security Bill, 2019 [“the Bill”], introduced in Parliament in December 2019, is the most 
recent a�empt to ra�onalise patchwork of social security legisla�on into a comprehensive Code. One of the 
key differences between the 2019 Bill and the versions in 2018 and 2017 is the chapter on unorganised sector 
workers. Earlier versions of the Bill provided for equal social security benefits for all categories of workers. 
However, the 2019 Bill treats informal sector workers as a separate category and provides that the 
government will frame schemes for their welfare.

As we have noted in our comments to the Ministry of Labour in 2019,2 there is a lack of clarity on who 
informal sector workers are, meaning that there is a further lack of clarity on whom the interven�ons target. 
Further, it is unclear why informal sector workers are treated as a separate class from organised sector 
workers, or why informal sector workers receive far less protec�on under the Statute. Under the Bill, welfare 
for unorganised sector workers is to be provided by schemes designed by the Central or State governments, 
while formal sector workers have clear en�tlements to provident fund, gratuity, employees’ state insurance 
and maternity benefits. This is deeply problema�c, as informal sector workers comprise more than 75% of 
the workforce.3There is an urgent need to evaluate the structure of social security available to unorganised 
workers.

In this policy brief, we discuss:

                 i. The many defini�ons of informal sector workers, and whether social security should be universal
                 ii. Unorganised workers in the Code on Social Security Bill, 2019
                 iii. Design principles for social security interven�ons by the state and the private sector. 

1. Who is an Informal Sector Worker?

The following defini�ons in the Bill are of interest.

• S. 2(35): "gig worker" means a person who performs work or participates in a work arrangement and earns 
from such activities outside of traditional employer-employee relationship;

• S. 2(77): "unorganised sector" means an enterprise owned by individuals or self-employed workers and 
engaged in the production or sale of goods or providing service of any kind whatsoever, and where the 
enterprise employs workers, the number of such workers is less than ten;

• S. 2 (82) "wage worker" means a person employed for remuneration in the unorganised sector, directly by 
an employer or through any contractor, irrespective of place of work, whether exclusively for one employer 
or for one or more employers, whether in cash or in kind, whether as a home-based worker, or as a 
temporary or casual worker, or as a migrant worker, or workers employed by households including 
domestic workers, with a monthly wage of an amount as may be notified by the Central Government and 
State Government, as the case may be.

S. 113 allows persons to self-iden�fy as unorganised sector workers.

• The Na�onal Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (2007)4proposed two defini�ons for 
unorganised sector workers. These are as follows:

o "The unorganised sector consists of all unincorporated private enterprises owned by individuals or 
households engaged in the sale and production of goods and services operated on a proprietary or 
partnership basis and with less than ten total workers".

o “Unorganised workers consist of those working in the unorganised enterprises or households, 
excluding regular workers with social security benefits, and the workers in the formal sector without any 
employment/ social security benefits provided by the employers".

Based on these defini�ons, the NCEUS found that about 86% of India’s workforce in 2004-05 would fall within 
the unorganised sector. 

• The Periodic Labour Force Survey 2017-18 (PLFS) relies on the defini�ons by the 17th Interna�onal 
Conference of Labour Sta�s�cians for workers in the informal sector. The report lists some categories of 
informal workers, including:

             o      own-account workers and employers who have their own informal sector enterprises;
             o contributing family workers, irrespective of whether they work in formal or informal sector 

enterprises;
o employees who have informal jobs … whether employed by formal sector enterprises, informal 

sector enterprises, or as paid domestic workers by households;
o      members of informal producers‟ cooperatives; and
o persons engaged in the own-account production of goods exclusively for own final use by their 

household, such as subsistence farming or do-it-yourself construction of own dwellings.5

The PLFS also considered only proprietorships and partnerships as informal sector enterprises. 

• The ILO Recommenda�on No. 202 defines the informal economy as covering “all economic activities by 
workers and economic units that are – in law or in practice – not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 
arrangement.” The Recommendation also clarifies that “informal work may be found across all sectors of 
the economy, in both public and private spaces.”

We note that the Bill classifies informal sector enterprises by size of the establishment, rather than in terms 
of access to social security. This defini�on may leave out many workers from statutory social protec�on 
measures. According to the PLFS 2017-18, only 22.8% of Indian workers are in regular wage or salaried 
employment. 52.2% are self-employed, while 24.9% are in casual labour. The PLFS notes that 68.4% of 
workers employed outside of agriculture are employed in these informal sector enterprises. Further, 71% of 
regular wage employees have no wri�en job contract, while 49.6% of regular wage employees were not 
eligible for any form of social security. Restric�ng social protec�on measures only to those in informal sector 
enterprises, as defined in the Bill, would leave many workers out of coverage. Moreover, it is unclear why the 
Bill carves out gig workers and pla�orm workers as a separate category from informal sector workers.     

We further note that terms “informal sector worker” does not encompass all those in need of social protec�on. 
The PLFS found that about 9% of workers were unemployed. Further, India has an old age dependency ra�o of 
around 9.3%, which is likely to increase to 12.4% by 2026.6 Many others may not be in the workforce for 
reasons of age, disability, or the need to provide unpaid care work at home. There is a need to include all these 
classes of individuals within the protec�on of a formal social security net. We therefore propose that any social 
security floor be made universally applicable to all persons.7

2. Informal Sector Workers Under the Code For Social Security Bill, 2019

S. 109 of the Bill reads:
(1) The Central Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes 

for unorganised workers (including audio visual workers, beedi workers, non-coal workers) on matters relating 
to—
          (i) life and disability cover;
          (ii) health and maternity benefits;
          (iii) old age protection;
          (iv) education;
          (v) housing; and
          (vi) any other benefit as may be determined by the Central Government.

(2) The State Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes for 
unorganised workers, including schemes relating to—
          (i) provident fund;
          (ii) employment injury benefit;
          (iii) housing;
          (iv) educational schemes for children;
          (v) skill upgradation of workers;
          (vi) funeral assistance; and
          (vii) old age homes.

Unlike the 2018 Dra�, the present Bill does not treat unorganised and organised sector workers in exactly the 
same way. Instead, while organised sector workers are covered under the chapters on provident fund, 
employees’ state insurance, gratuity, old age and maternity benefits, unorganised workers are only provided 
for under Chapter VII. 

Chapter VII is based on the Unorganised Workers Social Security Act, 2008 (“UWSSA”). As with the UWSSA, the 
Bill does not provide for content of the rights referred to in S. 109. Rather, these are le� to the discre�on of the 
execu�ve, which is to frame schemes. 

This is problema�c – schemes do not provide for jus�ciable rights which ci�zens can enforce in court. Further, 
they may be modified at any �me, at the discre�on of the government, and even to the detriment of the end 

beneficiary.8 Moreover, since schemes cannot be enforced in Court, their implementa�on depends on the 
availability of funds from the government. As reports have shown, the budget alloca�ons for schemes vary 
wildly from year to year,9meaning that the implementa�on of many important schemes is haphazard at best. 
Further, while the Bill provides for self-iden�fica�on as an unorganised sector worker in s. 113, it does not clarify 
what the implica�ons of such registra�on – or the failure to do so – might be. 

Finally, the Bill does not envisage any role for the employer (except in the case of pla�orm workers in s. 114). 
This is problema�c, as it may mean that employers do not take responsibility for social security of their workers 
by keeping them in casual work arrangements. We note that the Contract Labour (Regula�on and Aboli�on) Act, 
1970 only applies to establishments with more than 20 workers and does not apply where work is of an 
“intermi�ent” or “casual nature.” Where work is contracted out to contractors and sub-contractors, it could 
become impossible to ascertain where the liability for workers’ welfare may lie. 

In sum, we iden�fy three key concerns with the Bill in its present form:

1. The Bill does not elaborate on the content of social security rights for the informal sector. Instead, it leaves 
this to the discre�on of the government. This in turn means that there is li�le certainty on what ci�zens may be 
en�tled to. Moreover, the government schemes referred to do not confer any jus�ciable rights on ci�zens.

2. This means that there is a stark difference in the types of rights formal sector workers receive and those 
available to informal sector workers. In this respect, the Bill is not an improvement over the Unorganised 
Workers Social Security Act, 2008.

3. There is a need to envisage a framework that assigns responsibility to different en��es – such as employers 
and contractors – in providing and delivering social security to workers. This is par�cularly relevant for those in 
the formal sector.

3. Designing Social Security Floors For India
A. Social Security Provided by the Government

As noted above, there is a need for social protec�ons to be made available universally, and not only to informal 
sector workers. A number of rights, including the right to health,10 shelter,11  and old-age pensions12  have been 
read into the right to life under Ar�cle 21 of the Cons�tu�on. Further, the Direc�ve Principles require the State 
to provide for the right to work,13 just and humane condi�ons of work14 and a living wage15.  

Many interna�onal instruments also relate to the need to provide for social security and basic economic rights 
to ci�zens. The Interna�onal Labour Organisa�on’s Recommenda�on No. 202 on Basic Social Security Floors and 
Recommenda�on No. 204 on the Transi�on from the Informal to the Formal Economy both refer to the need to 
put systems in place to protect the needs of informal sector workers. Further, the UN Sustainable Goal No. 8 

2.2. Financial Assets

Tangible assets or physical assets, though add value to a portfolio, are highly illiquid. This means that they are 
not good financial tools for day-to-day transactions and for financing emergency requirements. A liquid form 
of savings instrument is required for such needs but, the access and participation across 
formal financial products are skewed towards higher-income, more educated households, thereby 
leaving the low-income households with fewer choices across savings. Low-income households 
generally have informal ways of savings which are often not safe. They save in the form of petty cash 
at home, or with family members or moneylenders from their localities. They also generally have informal 
accounts with local jewellery vendors or shop owners for savings. However, there are certain problems 
with these types of informal ways of saving money. One, they don’t take the time value of money 
into account, i.e., no interest is paid on the amount saved. Two, the money is not safe as these vendors 
or money lenders could close down shop anytime without any grievance redressal left for the poor. 

Hence, the first step to financial inclusion is to provide a safe and secure way of savings to 
all households, especially low-income households. One way to do this is by getting the unbanked, 
banked. We find that majority of households in a few states remain without bank accounts. Only 
22.59% of the households in Sikkim have access to at least one bank account, following which is Assam, with 
only 49.17% of the households having access to bank accounts. In almost all other states, 80% of the 
households have at least one bank account8, aligning with the figure highlighted in the Global Findex 
Survey, (2017) data. This is similar to the findings of (CRISIL Inclusix, 2018)9, which states that the 
Deposit Penetration score of North-east India is the lowest among all regions with only 63.710. 
Similarly, the Bank Branch Penetration score of North-east India is also the lowest among all regions with 
only 42.5, highlighting supply-side issues in the form of inadequate availability of financial services.

After looking at the spread of bank accounts, we look into the forms in which households save 
and invest. First, we look at the spread of Post Office Savings accounts (POS) and find that Gujarat 
has the lowest percentage of households investing in POS with only 3.11%, as opposed to the 
highest percentage of households having a POS in Rajasthan with 88.8%. Whereas, investment in National 
Savings Certificate (NSC) remain low as less than 4% of the households in all states have an 
outstanding investment in NSC, with the exception of Delhi, where almost 8% of the households have an 
investment in NSC. 

Second, we look at the Chit Fund, which is a special kind of saving product as it can also be used 
for credit simultaneously11. Chit Funds are governed under the Chit Funds Act, 198212, administered by

8Except for West Bengal and Uttarakhand who have a 77.6% and 78.61% coverage respectively.
9CRISIL Inclusix is a financial inclusion index that was launched in 2013. It provides insights on the penetration of Bank branches, 
Deposit Penetration, and Credit Penetration and recently it has also introduced Insurance Penetration in different regions in India. 
It is measured on a scale of 0 to 100 where a score above 65 is considered to be high and a score below 35 is considered low. 
10Overall Deposit Penetration score for India is 78.3 
11A chit fund’s value is predetermined and is of a fixed duration with a given number of members. The monthly contributions of 
each member amounts to the pre-determined value at the end of the term of the chit fund. Each member can bid for the pot every 
month and the bidder with the lowest asking price wins the pot. This winning is often considered as borrowing, as the members 
who do not borrow from the pot benefit from accruals of the dividends. Read more here: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
wealth/invest/chit-funds-how-it-works-red-flags-and-your-rights-as-an-investor/articleshow/73805938.cms
12Chit Funds Act, 1982: http://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/A1982-40.pdf
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recent a�empt to ra�onalise patchwork of social security legisla�on into a comprehensive Code. One of the 
key differences between the 2019 Bill and the versions in 2018 and 2017 is the chapter on unorganised sector 
workers. Earlier versions of the Bill provided for equal social security benefits for all categories of workers. 
However, the 2019 Bill treats informal sector workers as a separate category and provides that the 
government will frame schemes for their welfare.

As we have noted in our comments to the Ministry of Labour in 2019,2 there is a lack of clarity on who 
informal sector workers are, meaning that there is a further lack of clarity on whom the interven�ons target. 
Further, it is unclear why informal sector workers are treated as a separate class from organised sector 
workers, or why informal sector workers receive far less protec�on under the Statute. Under the Bill, welfare 
for unorganised sector workers is to be provided by schemes designed by the Central or State governments, 
while formal sector workers have clear en�tlements to provident fund, gratuity, employees’ state insurance 
and maternity benefits. This is deeply problema�c, as informal sector workers comprise more than 75% of 
the workforce.3There is an urgent need to evaluate the structure of social security available to unorganised 
workers.
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1. Who is an Informal Sector Worker?

The following defini�ons in the Bill are of interest.

• S. 2(35): "gig worker" means a person who performs work or participates in a work arrangement and earns 
from such activities outside of traditional employer-employee relationship;

• S. 2(77): "unorganised sector" means an enterprise owned by individuals or self-employed workers and 
engaged in the production or sale of goods or providing service of any kind whatsoever, and where the 
enterprise employs workers, the number of such workers is less than ten;

• S. 2 (82) "wage worker" means a person employed for remuneration in the unorganised sector, directly by 
an employer or through any contractor, irrespective of place of work, whether exclusively for one employer 
or for one or more employers, whether in cash or in kind, whether as a home-based worker, or as a 
temporary or casual worker, or as a migrant worker, or workers employed by households including 
domestic workers, with a monthly wage of an amount as may be notified by the Central Government and 
State Government, as the case may be.

S. 113 allows persons to self-iden�fy as unorganised sector workers.

• The Na�onal Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganised Sector (2007)4proposed two defini�ons for 
unorganised sector workers. These are as follows:

o "The unorganised sector consists of all unincorporated private enterprises owned by individuals or 
households engaged in the sale and production of goods and services operated on a proprietary or 
partnership basis and with less than ten total workers".

o “Unorganised workers consist of those working in the unorganised enterprises or households, 
excluding regular workers with social security benefits, and the workers in the formal sector without any 
employment/ social security benefits provided by the employers".

Based on these defini�ons, the NCEUS found that about 86% of India’s workforce in 2004-05 would fall within 
the unorganised sector. 

• The Periodic Labour Force Survey 2017-18 (PLFS) relies on the defini�ons by the 17th Interna�onal 
Conference of Labour Sta�s�cians for workers in the informal sector. The report lists some categories of 
informal workers, including:

             o      own-account workers and employers who have their own informal sector enterprises;
             o contributing family workers, irrespective of whether they work in formal or informal sector 

enterprises;
o employees who have informal jobs … whether employed by formal sector enterprises, informal 

sector enterprises, or as paid domestic workers by households;
o      members of informal producers‟ cooperatives; and
o persons engaged in the own-account production of goods exclusively for own final use by their 

household, such as subsistence farming or do-it-yourself construction of own dwellings.5

The PLFS also considered only proprietorships and partnerships as informal sector enterprises. 

• The ILO Recommenda�on No. 202 defines the informal economy as covering “all economic activities by 
workers and economic units that are – in law or in practice – not covered or insufficiently covered by formal 
arrangement.” The Recommendation also clarifies that “informal work may be found across all sectors of 
the economy, in both public and private spaces.”

We note that the Bill classifies informal sector enterprises by size of the establishment, rather than in terms 
of access to social security. This defini�on may leave out many workers from statutory social protec�on 
measures. According to the PLFS 2017-18, only 22.8% of Indian workers are in regular wage or salaried 
employment. 52.2% are self-employed, while 24.9% are in casual labour. The PLFS notes that 68.4% of 
workers employed outside of agriculture are employed in these informal sector enterprises. Further, 71% of 
regular wage employees have no wri�en job contract, while 49.6% of regular wage employees were not 
eligible for any form of social security. Restric�ng social protec�on measures only to those in informal sector 
enterprises, as defined in the Bill, would leave many workers out of coverage. Moreover, it is unclear why the 
Bill carves out gig workers and pla�orm workers as a separate category from informal sector workers.     

We further note that terms “informal sector worker” does not encompass all those in need of social protec�on. 
The PLFS found that about 9% of workers were unemployed. Further, India has an old age dependency ra�o of 
around 9.3%, which is likely to increase to 12.4% by 2026.6 Many others may not be in the workforce for 
reasons of age, disability, or the need to provide unpaid care work at home. There is a need to include all these 
classes of individuals within the protec�on of a formal social security net. We therefore propose that any social 
security floor be made universally applicable to all persons.7

2. Informal Sector Workers Under the Code For Social Security Bill, 2019

S. 109 of the Bill reads:
(1) The Central Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes 

for unorganised workers (including audio visual workers, beedi workers, non-coal workers) on matters relating 
to—
          (i) life and disability cover;
          (ii) health and maternity benefits;
          (iii) old age protection;
          (iv) education;
          (v) housing; and
          (vi) any other benefit as may be determined by the Central Government.

(2) The State Government shall formulate and notify, from time to time, suitable welfare schemes for 
unorganised workers, including schemes relating to—
          (i) provident fund;
          (ii) employment injury benefit;
          (iii) housing;
          (iv) educational schemes for children;
          (v) skill upgradation of workers;
          (vi) funeral assistance; and
          (vii) old age homes.

Unlike the 2018 Dra�, the present Bill does not treat unorganised and organised sector workers in exactly the 
same way. Instead, while organised sector workers are covered under the chapters on provident fund, 
employees’ state insurance, gratuity, old age and maternity benefits, unorganised workers are only provided 
for under Chapter VII. 

Chapter VII is based on the Unorganised Workers Social Security Act, 2008 (“UWSSA”). As with the UWSSA, the 
Bill does not provide for content of the rights referred to in S. 109. Rather, these are le� to the discre�on of the 
execu�ve, which is to frame schemes. 

This is problema�c – schemes do not provide for jus�ciable rights which ci�zens can enforce in court. Further, 
they may be modified at any �me, at the discre�on of the government, and even to the detriment of the end 

beneficiary.8 Moreover, since schemes cannot be enforced in Court, their implementa�on depends on the 
availability of funds from the government. As reports have shown, the budget alloca�ons for schemes vary 
wildly from year to year,9meaning that the implementa�on of many important schemes is haphazard at best. 
Further, while the Bill provides for self-iden�fica�on as an unorganised sector worker in s. 113, it does not clarify 
what the implica�ons of such registra�on – or the failure to do so – might be. 

Finally, the Bill does not envisage any role for the employer (except in the case of pla�orm workers in s. 114). 
This is problema�c, as it may mean that employers do not take responsibility for social security of their workers 
by keeping them in casual work arrangements. We note that the Contract Labour (Regula�on and Aboli�on) Act, 
1970 only applies to establishments with more than 20 workers and does not apply where work is of an 
“intermi�ent” or “casual nature.” Where work is contracted out to contractors and sub-contractors, it could 
become impossible to ascertain where the liability for workers’ welfare may lie. 

In sum, we iden�fy three key concerns with the Bill in its present form:

1. The Bill does not elaborate on the content of social security rights for the informal sector. Instead, it leaves 
this to the discre�on of the government. This in turn means that there is li�le certainty on what ci�zens may be 
en�tled to. Moreover, the government schemes referred to do not confer any jus�ciable rights on ci�zens.

2. This means that there is a stark difference in the types of rights formal sector workers receive and those 
available to informal sector workers. In this respect, the Bill is not an improvement over the Unorganised 
Workers Social Security Act, 2008.

3. There is a need to envisage a framework that assigns responsibility to different en��es – such as employers 
and contractors – in providing and delivering social security to workers. This is par�cularly relevant for those in 
the formal sector.

3. Designing Social Security Floors For India
A. Social Security Provided by the Government

As noted above, there is a need for social protec�ons to be made available universally, and not only to informal 
sector workers. A number of rights, including the right to health,10 shelter,11  and old-age pensions12  have been 
read into the right to life under Ar�cle 21 of the Cons�tu�on. Further, the Direc�ve Principles require the State 
to provide for the right to work,13 just and humane condi�ons of work14 and a living wage15.  

Many interna�onal instruments also relate to the need to provide for social security and basic economic rights 
to ci�zens. The Interna�onal Labour Organisa�on’s Recommenda�on No. 202 on Basic Social Security Floors and 
Recommenda�on No. 204 on the Transi�on from the Informal to the Formal Economy both refer to the need to 
put systems in place to protect the needs of informal sector workers. Further, the UN Sustainable Goal No. 8 

refers expressly to “full and produc�ve employment and decent work for all.”16

To give effect to these obliga�ons, it is necessary for the state to put social security mechanisms in place. We 
refrain from making any specific recommenda�ons with respect to the content of the social security floor to 
be provided by the government. Further research is required to evaluate the needs of those outside formal 
social security nets and how this should be delivered. However, we suggest the following design principles for 
a state-provided social security floor:

1. Floor level social protec�ons should be made available to all persons and not only those in the workforce. 

2. The social security tools available to those in the formal sector may not be appropriate for all persons. 
Instruments such as PF or Employees’ State Insurance require regular payment of contribu�ons from wages 
and a lack of liquidity. These may not be appropriate for those workers with seasonal occupa�ons or those 
who earn much less than minimum wage. 

3. Par�cular a�en�on must be paid to providing basic income security. The Code on Wages, 2019 provides 
that minimum wages are to be determined by skill and geographical region,17 not by consump�on 
requirements of individuals. As the PLFS highlights, many workers earn far less than the na�onal floor level 
minimum wage of Rs. 176.18There is, therefore, an urgent need to ensure that the social security floor 
provides enough income security for persons to meet their consump�on requirements. 

4. There is a need for both clarity and certainty in en�tlements due to persons. As set out above, this can be 
provided by ensuring that social security floors are enshrined in statutes that set out basic en�tlements. 
Some ma�ers, such as the rupee amount of a transfer or the delivery architecture for a payment, may be 
determined by subordinate legisla�on. However, the content of social security rights must be set out in 
statute. 

5. Any social security policy must account for migra�on within India and the need for workers to be able to 
access benefits in different states. We note that the Bill does not make any express reference to migrant 
workers, nor any reference to the Inter-State Migrant Workers Act, 1979. This must be remedied and clear 
guidelines framed for migrant workers’ access to benefits.

6. There must be a simple and accessible grievance redressal mechanism available to persons. 

7. There may be a need to s�pulate mandatory contribu�ons by the employer and employee for social 
security. These contribu�ons must take the vola�le and seasonal nature of informal sector work into account 
and allow for flexibility in payments.
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the State Governments13. We find that Chit Fund is eminent among southern states like Telangana, where 
38.75% of the households have invested in chit funds, Kerala, where 33% of the households have 
invested in a chit fund, Karnataka, where 22% of the households have invested in Chit Fund, and Tamil 
Nadu, where 20.5% of the households have invested in a chit fund. The reason for this high penetration of 
chit funds in the southern states is because even before the National Chit Funds Act, 1982 was established, 
the first State Governments to enact legislation on Chit Funds were Tamil Nadu (The Tamil Nadu Chit 
Funds Act, 1961), Andhra Pradesh (The Andhra Pradesh Chit Funds Act, 1971)14, and Kerala (The Kerala 
Chitties Act, 1975)15. 

Most Northern states have less than 5% of the households who have invested in a chit fund, except for 
Punjab, where almost 17% of the households have invested in it. Surprisingly, Tripura is an outlier as more 
than 91% of its households have an outstanding investment in the chit funds. It would be interesting to 
understand the reasons behind the huge participation across chit funds in Tripura, but currently, there is 
limited evidence on this and hasn’t been well-documented in the literature. 

Further, Fixed Deposits are one of the safest options when it comes to investing, and we find that there is 
a huge variation in its distribution across states. In only 6 states16, more than 95% of the households 
have at least one outstanding investment in Fixed Deposits, whereas, in states like Andhra Pradesh, 
Gujarat, Sikkim, Telangana, households having an outstanding investment in Fixed Deposits is less than 
10%. For low-income households, however, FDs are not a suitable source of investment since they require 
a lump sum investment which is suitable for households with fixed monthly incomes but not for the ones 
facing high income volatility (Collins, Morduch, Rutherford, & Ruthven, 2009) and, FDs have a lock-
in period which makes them comparatively illiquid (C, Dasgupta, & Sharma, 2020). We also saw this in the 
previous post17 that only 30% of the low-income households across India hold FDs compared to 
65% of the high-income households.

Another tool for investment is the Provident Fund (PF), but this is available to only those households who 
work in the formal sector. According to the Annual Periodic Labor Force Report of 2017-1818, only 
22.8% of the Indian workers are in regular salaried or wage employment, out of which only 30% 
have written wage contracts. We find that apart from Goa, no state has a PF coverage of more than 50%. 
The states which have the lowest coverage of PFs are Andhra Pradesh (6.4.%), Bihar (2.6%), Chhattisgarh 
(7.7%), Jharkhand (8.4%), Madhya Pradesh (7%), Odisha (8.8%), Rajasthan (10.1%), and Uttar Pradesh 
(7.5%). The percentage of households having PF is highly correlated19 with per capita NDP (Figure 1) of the 
state, indicating a higher level of formal wage contracts. 

Households where the head of household is involved in blue collar employment, which includes wage laborers 
and industrial workers, have the lowest mean household income across all occupations. The pattern obtained, 
when we analyze participation in assets for blue collar employees, reveals that they have the lowest level of 
participation in almost all financial assets. This pattern appears again, when we analyze participation across 
income quintiles and find that households in the lowest income quintile exhibit very low levels of participation 
in nearly all financial assets. An exactly converse relation emerges when we consider white collar employees 
(which include managers, technical employees, and other white-collar employees directly mentioned in the 
data set) whose households have high mean income, exhibit a high level of participation across all assets 
(Figure 4).  

13For more information, refer to: https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=92
14The Andhra Pradesh Chit Funds Act, 1971: https://www.ap.gov.in/Acts%20Policies/AP%20Chits%20Fund%20Act%201971.pdf
15The Kerala Chitties Act, 1975: http://ksfesa.com/userFiles/1025105965Chitty%20Act%20&%20Rules%20(Over%20View)%20%20By%
20Gopakumar%20G.pdf
16Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Delhi, Kerala, Punjab, and Rajasthan. 
17Read full post here: https://www.dvara.com/research/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Picturising-the-Portfolios-of-Indian-
Households.pdf
18Annual Periodic Labor Force Report of 2017-18: http://www.mospi.gov.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/Annual%20Report
%2C%20PLFS%202017-18_31052019.pdf
19The correlation coefficient between percentage of households having PF and per capita NDP of state is 0.7, which is highly positive. 

http://ksfesa.com/userFiles/1025105965Chitty%20Act%20&%20Rules%20(Over%20View)%20%20By%20Gopakumar%20G.pdf
http://ksfesa.com/userFiles/1025105965Chitty%20Act%20&%20Rules%20(Over%20View)%20%20By%20Gopakumar%20G.pdf
http://www.mospi.gov.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/Annual%20Report%2C%20PLFS%202017-18_31052019.pdf
http://www.mospi.gov.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/Annual%20Report%2C%20PLFS%202017-18_31052019.pdf
https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
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Figure 1: Correlation between Per Capita State Net Domestic Product and the percentage of 
households having Provident Fund20

Next, we investigate the spread of Mutual Funds (MFs) across different states. Mutual Funds are 
great investment tools but are comparatively risky in nature. Investing in MFs require a huge amount of 
paperwork and a certain level of financial literacy to understand the kind of risks associated with them. It also 
depends on the risk appetite of households as the returns on MFs are directly proportional to the risk 
involved21. This could be a reason why we find that the take-up of mutual funds is far lower than that of 
FDs and other investment instruments. Only the investment of households in Chandigarh and Delhi reach a 
double-digit figure (28% and 19% respectively) in terms of Mutual Funds, for all other states, investment in 
Mutual Funds remain lower than 5%. Similarly, investment in Equity is even lower than that in MFs, as only 
19% of the households in Delhi invest in listed shares and almost 8% of the households in Chandigarh, 
but the investment in listed shares for households in all other states remain below 3%. 

Finally, we find that in both Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, a large percentage of households invest in 
other financial assets through MFI’s, SHG’s, and Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCA). This 
feature is unique to households in these states potentially because MFI and SHG models largely 
emerged first in the Southern states. 

2.2.1. Insurance

One of the prominent features of Indian households is that instead of insuring against risk before an 
economic shock, they take credit post the economic shock has occurred (Household Finance Committee, 
(2017)). In this analysis, we look at the spread of two kinds of insurance, health and life insurance. A 
major chunk of money goes into incurring medical expenses at the time of a medical emergency, 
especially for low-income households, which either take up all the life-time savings of the household or 
constrain them into taking debt, often at high-interest rates. According to a study (Banerjee & Duflo, 2011),

20For the list of State names along with their abbreviations see the table in Appendix.
21Higher the risk, higher the returns on MF (Equity MFs); Lower the risk, lower the returns on MF (Debt MFs).
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every third household that was surveyed in Udaipur, was repaying a loan that they had taken for 
health care. Moreover, the most substantial sources of these loans were moneylenders, and the average 
interest rate levied on these kinds of loans was 42 per cent per year. 

It is important to safeguard such households by providing them health insurance, and though such 
products are available, their take-up is often low. In this analysis, we find that overall, only 24% of the total 
households in India have at least one person who has health insurance, and even this figure varies 
significantly as we examine different states of the country. Andhra Pradesh and Telangana top the charts 
with almost 100% of the households having at least one health insured person, but in states like 
Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh, the coverage of health insurance is 
lower than 4%. 

The statistics are much better in terms of Life Insurance, as overall almost 50% of the households in India are 
covered under Life Insurance. Penetration of Life Insurance is high in Rajasthan, with more than 90% of 
the households having life insurance, it ranks third among all Indian states. But, the coverage of 
life insurance is significantly low in two states, Meghalaya with only 5.2% of the households with 
Life Insurance, and Sikkim, with only 20% life insured households. It is also interesting to note that there 
is a strong correlation between ownership of Life Insurance and per capita NDP of the state with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.56 (Figure 2). This is in line with the findings of CRISIL Inclusix, (2018), as it 
reports the Insurance penetration score of Goa to be 100, which is also the state with the highest per 
capita NDP. Moreover, the participation of households in Life Insurance in Goa according to our analysis is 
close to 98%, which is among the highest participation rates across all states in India. These figures clearly 
suggest that there are a few states which have performed significantly well in terms of allocation 
of all kinds of assets, but to be able to bring all households under the fully opened umbrella of financial 
inclusion, there is a long way to go. 

Figure 2: Correlation between Per Capita Net Domestic Product of the State with the 
percentage of households having Life Insurance

The next section looks at the levels and sources of outstanding debt that households have in different states. 
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3. Liabilites

Credit can be used for multiple purposes. It can be taken for personal consumption or to enhance economic 
growth by investing in the business or on personal skills or  even to repay other debt. But, the cost of credit 
differs depending on the source of the loan. We have already mentioned before that moneylenders 
generally charge exceptionally high-interest rates on loans they extend. This is due to the cost they incur 
because of the high risk of lending; as often, the low-income households they lend to, lack assets to keep as 
collateral. Moreover, monitoring these borrowers is costly, which in turn increases the cost of credit for the 
poor. Even the loans taken from friends and family are not fully interest free. According to the Household 
Finance Report, (2017), interest on such loans is often paid in-kind or through service deliveries by the 
borrowers. However, the ease of terms of loans and rapid deliveries from such informal sources makes them 
attractive to the poor. But the terms of such informal loans are risky for borrowers’, as they can turn 
exploitative at places where there is a monopoly of informal moneylenders and no formal grievance 
redressal mechanism is available. Therefore, to secure households from paying exceptionally high-interest 
rates and falling in a debt trap, it becomes necessary to bring them under the ambit of formal credit. 

In this analysis, we explore the sources that households take loans from and see if there are any significant 
differences across states. First, we look at the percentage of households who have borrowed from a formal22  
source and contrast it with households borrowing informally23. In our analysis, we find that overall, 
almost 50% of the households have an outstanding borrowing, out of which, 72.5% of the households in 
India have an outstanding borrowing from an informal source as opposed to only 41% having formal credit. 
Comparing these figures24 state-wise, we find that Tripura, Jammu & Kashmir, Gujarat, Puducherry, West 
Bengal, Tamil Nadu, and Sikkim have more than 90% of the households informally indebted. Moreover, 
after correlating the levels of per capita state NDP with the percentage of households having informal 
credit (Figure 3), we find a negative correlation of 0.5, indicating that absence of adequate formal credit 
might be associated with the economic growth of states. It can also be a step towards explaining some of 
these differences, but states like Gujarat and Tamil Nadu being among the top contenders in this list is 
puzzling and needs further examination. 

22By formal borrowing we refer to credit from Banks, NBFCs, MFIs, SHGs, Credit Cards, and Chit Funds.
23By informal borrowing we refer to credit from MoneyLenders, Shops, Relatives and Friends, Employers, and any other informal 
sources. 
24All figures mentioned in this section are conditional on the households who claimed to have an outstanding debt.
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Figure 3: Correlation between Per Capita Net Domestic Product of the state with the 
percentage of households having an outstanding borrowing from an Informal Source

Formal borrowing, on the other hand, is positively correlated with per capita NDP, with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.6 (Figure 4). In line with this, we find that the state with the highest level of formal 
borrowing is Himachal Pradesh (95%), which also has a high per capita NDP. But Gujarat turns out to be an 
outlier as, we find that out of the 46% of the households that are indebted in Gujarat, only 6.74 % of the 
households have borrowed from a formal source. 

Figure 4: Correlation between Per Capita Net Domestic Product of the state with the 
percentage of households who have an outstanding borrowing from a Formal Institution
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The worst performing state in terms of high informal credit turns out to be Tripura with almost all indebted 
households having informal institutions as the most common source of credit.  These results are somewhat 
similar to CRISIL Inclusix, (2018) report, which finds that North, East, and North-Eastern regions have a 
below average credit penetration score, even though Microfinance Institutions are playing a pivotal 
role in providing access to formal credit in these regions, the number of loan accounts is still fairly low.

3.1. Formal Credit

Diving deeper into specific sources of credit, we find that the main source of credit for Indian households is 
shops, with more than half of the households indebted through them. The second most favourable is Bank 
with almost 27% of the households having an outstanding loan from a bank, following which are friends and 
family as the third highest source of credit with 14.25% of the households having an outstanding borrowing 
from relatives or friends. 

These figures vary significantly across states as there are a few states which depend heavily on bank 
borrowings such as Himachal Pradesh (95%), Haryana (78%), Punjab (76%), and Goa (75%), in comparison to 
states like Bihar (4.2%), Gujarat (4.4%), and Jharkhand (9%) which have less than 10% of the households 
with an outstanding loan from a bank. This means that out of 43% of the households in Bihar who have 
taken a loan, only 4.5% have taken it from a bank. We also find a positive correlation (correlation coefficient 
0.6) between per capita NDP and the percentage of households having a bank loan (Figure 5). 

Figure 5: Correlation between Per Capita Net Domestic Product of the state with the 
percentage of households having an outstanding borrowing from a Bank

In comparison to loans from banks and other informal sources, NBFC loans come a far third as there are only 
three states (Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, and Uttarakhand) more than 15% of whose indebted households have 
borrowed from an NBFC; otherwise all else remain below that mark. 

An important thing that stands out from this analysis is that, though almost 90% of all households in Tripura 
invest in Chit Funds, no household reported of having an outstanding loan from a Chit Fund. 
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3.2. Informal Credit

There is heavy dependence on moneylenders for credit in places like Puducherry, where almost all 
households are indebted and out of those, 63% of the households have an outstanding loan from a 
moneylender, following which is Tamil Nadu, with almost 70% of the households having an outstanding 
loan, out of which  moneylenders fund 23%. 

40% of all indebted households in Rajasthan have an outstanding loan from relatives or friends. Similarly, 
34% of all indebted households in Goa, and 30% of all indebted households in Tamil Nadu have taken a loan 
from friends and family.

However, the most prominent source of credit are shops in almost all states of India. Shops in India often 
give out credit for consumption or even for medical emergencies and may or may not charge interest on the 
loans disbursed. We find that 99% of the indebted households in Jammu & Kashmir and Tripura have taken a 
loan from shops. Whereas, even in wealthier states like Gujarat, almost 93% of the indebted households rely 
on shops for their loan requirements. 

Overall, in our analysis, we find that there is heavy dependence on informal borrowings such as 
moneylenders, shops, relatives and friends across all states. 

4. Conclusion

In this analysis, we find that both financial assets and liabilities are unevenly distributed across different 
states in India. Given the limitation of the dataset that we used, we can’t comment on the percentage of 
wealth that each household allocates to different assets in their portfolios but, we can largely reflect upon 
their participation across these products. Based on this, we find that some of the worst performing states in 
terms of participation across financial instruments belong to the North-eastern region. According to CRISIL 
Inclusix (2018) as well, the Financial Inclusion Index is the lowest in North-eastern regions amongst all the 
other regions with a below average score of 46.5, indicating that targeted policies in specific regions can be 
useful in boosting financial inclusion. 

Some of these numbers can be explained by the differences in per capita NDP of states, as most North-
eastern states have low per capita  NDP. Poorer states, by default, have fewer resources to allocate. 
However, it can’t explain outliers such as Gujarat, which even after having a fairly high per capita NDP 
amongst all Indian states have the worst participation across formal credit. Similarly, Sikkim not only has 
higher per capita NDP than Gujarat, but it also ranks higher in the Human Development Index as well. Yet, it 
has the worst participation rates across various financial assets, including bank accounts, implying the need 
for further investigation.

Moreover, close to 100% of the households having health insurance in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana are 
suggestive of the role of the State Government in improving access to various financial services. Similarly, 
the figures for Life Insurance are impressive for states like Rajasthan even though, the incidence of informal 
borrowing in Rajasthan is much higher than other states. Since some of these states have been performing 

https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
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significantly well than others for various financial instruments, it becomes important to closely study the 
policies implemented by their respective State Governments to boost the access of these financial 
instruments and use the learnings to formulate policies for other relatively low-performing states. Finally, 
since the participation across financial products is also dependent on the demand for the product, the role of 
demand should be examined further especially for instruments such as Mutual Funds, Insurance, and Formal 
Credit.  

Click here to access the spread of assets and liabilities of households across various 
states of India

https://www.dvara.com/research/household-finance/how-do-the-portfolios-of-indian-households-differ-across-states/
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APPENDIX

Table 1: This table shows the per capita NDP of different states (in Rupee terms), percentage of 
households having at least one Physical or Financial asset, and the percentage of households having 

liabilities from Formal or Informal Institutions.

State Per Capita 
NDP (Rs.)

Assets Liabilities

Physical 
(%)

Financial
(%)

Formal 
(%)

Informal
(%)

Bihar (BI) 30617 100 89.79 15.82 85.91

Uttar Pradesh (UP) 44421 100 99.88 19 83.17

Madhya Pradesh (MP) 56498 100 92.63 42.98 69.16

Jharkhand (JH) 57157 100 94.35 11.57 90.2

Assam (AS) 60470 100 75.95 53.78 59.54

Jammu & Kashmir (JK) 66177 100 100 39.96 99.44

Meghalaya (MG) 66223 100 100 35.47 69.12

Chhattisgarh (CHH) 71429 100 100 16.22 90.34

West Bengal (WB) 71429 100 89.43 33.08 90.71

Odisha (OD) 74325 100 94.07 47.04 61.03

Rajasthan (RJ) 78570 99.97 99.51 35.68 66.49

Tripura (TP) 81057 100 99.48 45.19 99.81

Andhra Pradesh (AP) 107241 100 100 86.15 29.53

Punjab (PJ) 115882 100 100 80.83 23.78

Tamil Nadu (TN) 138805 100 96.49 35.28 89.32

Himachal Pradesh (HP) 139469 100 100 95.06 3.3
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Puducherry (PC) 142583 100 100 37.81 94.17

Telangana (TL) 143618 100 100 92.29 18.95

Kerala (KE) 148078 100 100 87.39 18.63

Karnataka (KA) 153276 100 97.38 52.51 56.4

Uttarakhand (UK) 155151 100 94.15 54.08 73.93

Gujarat (GJ) 155493 99.98 99.75 6.74 96.83

Haryana (HA) 169409 100 100 83.1 30.64

Sikkim (SK) 232968 100 52.35 74.97 25.03

Chandigarh (CH) 245769 100 100 70.19 37.02

Delhi (DE) 269505 100 100 79.73 22.91

Goa (GO) 396943 100 100 83.13 37.96
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